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PREFACE 

Ax endeavour to preserve some memorial of the brilli ond fugitive beauties, 
of a particularly splendid and elegant tribe of plants, first gave rise to this 

and having enjoyed considerable, perhaps unusual, advantages, in the very 
great liberality with which specimens were supplied, both from public, and. private 
collections, it became a favorite recreation, to describe them as simply and naturally 
ax possible, with both pen amd pencil. Flattered hy the opinion of her friends, 
and encouraged by competent judges of the fidelity of the Portraits, Mrs, Edward 
Bury has yielded their wishes, and ventured to lay them before the public 
To render them more worthy, she has availed herself of the help and instructions 
of the Messrs, Shepherd, Curators of the Liverpool Botanie Garden, in e 

ach the Plants themselves, with reference to the best Authorities within her reach; 
these she has freely quoted from, or cited as sy naymes wher er their application 
appeared to her plain and distinct; where doubt, or intricacy seem to exist, she 
leaves it for wiser heads to unravel, Having no pretensions whatever, either to 

thened technical scientific knowledge, or extensive research, any attempt at 
descriptions, is purposely avoided; but for this defect s 
found in Sir J. Smith's opinon on this subject, that ^ Truth does not require 
hard words lowing therefore the advice of that enlightened, and highly dis- 
tinguished Benefactor of Natural Science, she has merely * aimed at writing common 
sense in plain English,” and relies on the indulgence and courtesy of those more 
able and learned promoters, or generous admirers of botanical pursuits, who may be 
induced to patronize the feeble attempts, of an Amateur. 

Far better thanks than she well knows how to express, are due to many friends 
(some alas! to whose cherished memory only, the tribute ean now be paid, 

port which has been es for the great assistance and ferred during the progress 
of the undertaking, particularly to Richard Harrison, Esq.5 to Mr. Shepherd, and 

Mr. Henry Shepherd; also for the kind approbation of the President of the Horti- 

cultural Society, Т. Knight, Esq. and it is a proud distinction to be permitted to 
record, the liberal and valued encouragement and information, so kindly given at 
its commencement, by that bright example in the paths of Literature and Seience 

Willa the lat x4. ‘The Work has caused many hours of delightful 
occupation, and the labours of the pencil have been skilfully seconded by those of 
the Engraver, Indulgence is again entreated for all errors and imperfections, 

ws she has been able only to glean a few cars, from a harvest so rich, # arrayed 
in all the glory” of rainbow hues, 
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SYSTEMATIC I 

AMARYLLID 

Bulbous roots; Seed-vesel below the бо 

by their dilated b "mr 
the Stigma in three divisions; Seod-ves 

DEX. 

DIVISION 

CHARACTERS, 
in six divisions wer: Calyx and Corolla confounded together 

mens six in number, having th joined t 
he Crown, or Сар, as in Pencratiums); Style and having 

selled, cach eal 
simple 

taining th s Leaves simple, with parallel veins, generally sword-shaped, sometimes heart-shaped: 
Stems naked; Flower Ду enclosed in Spathes 

EXAMPLES GIVEN IN THIS SELECTION. 

1 Crinum Erubescens 54 | 24 Amaryllis Aulic » 
2 Centum, 22 | 25 —— Platypetla var. 5 

Pedoncilatum. n — Conriensis 9 
4 cluncolatum ot Zeslnicum.. 30 | 27 ——— Stik эз 
5 рейин. Е) Palveralenta 

6 м + | 29 — Fulgida 
? Барта s2 | 30 — —— Miniata s5 

1w и Formosan 6 
Zeykuicun, 29 | 34 Nerine Aures з 

Amaryllis Longifolia placa 15 Grifinia Hyacinthina n 
adria var. (ple pink) <=. 7 | 36 Zephyranthes Carina 8 
озон давай йот (crimson) 46 n 

5 теш s | 38 — Candids 
15 Vita min > ТІ 
и Supera si Purpurea major 
1 Haris 41 Paneratiom Colathinum m 

Sii 49 | a2 — Amancaes т 
W 45 | аз — Анин, 

4 | а — —— Speciosum 
1 | — Amboinense 30 

EM 
the The Daylilies, 

the Hower p 
a division 

EROCALLIDEA. 
having the Re 

ober characters 

DE 
ys in bundles; the Seed-vessel contained within 

ilar to many of the Amarylidew 

EXAMPLES. 
46 Hemerocallis Ста. 50 | 7 Hemerocallis Japonica 0 

LILIACEAE. 
OF the section containing the genus Lilium; having the Seod-vessel contained within the flower, which 
consists of Calyx and Corolla confounded together, and in six divisions Stamens six; Style one: Stigma 
Загас орай: Fruit three-celled, many seeded: Bulbs scaly; Stems clothed with leaves; Leaves simp 

with parallel veins; either spearshaped or oval: Flowers large and 

EXAMPLES. 
um Candidum, 38 | 65 Lilium White Малаев % 

Japonicum 2 | 54 —— Chaleedonieum % 
50 — Longitlorum в | 35 Pyrenaicam. m 
51 — Canadens 12 | 56 — Pomponium. % 
52 — — Martagon, жін Tigrim. E 





INDEX OF 7 E ORDER OF THE PLAT 

1 Amaryllis Johnsoni 27 Amaryllis Harrisoni 
28 Doncratium Ama 

$ Crinum Augustum 30 Crinum var Peduneulatum et Zeylanicum 
5 Amaryllis Pieu 31 Amuryllis Superb 

9 Amaryllis Correiensis 35 Amaryllis Minista 
10 Panertium Calathinum 56 Vase with Манго, Хе 
11 Crinum Pedunculatum 57 Parentum Amaneses 

19 Zephyranthes Carinatus et 7. Rosen 39 Vallta Purp 
14 Gritinia Hyacinthina 10 Amaryllis Vittata minor. 
15 Amaryllis Piaty petala var £1 Amaryllis Equestris 
16 Amaryllis Crocata 42 Amaryllis Longifolia gau 
17 Crinum Giganteum 45 Crinum E 

o Paneratium Amb 36. Amaryllis Jehnsopi-Solandiflon 
21 Crinum Vuccwides or В 47 Paneratlum Speciosum 

Crinum Cruentum Amaryllis іа оа 
Amaryllis Psitiacing Lilium Pyremicam. 
Amaryllis Regine 
Zephyranthes Tubispatha and 2. Candida 51 Lilium Tierinum 
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AMARY LLIS JOHNSONI. 

Хат. Onpen—AMARYLLIDEÆ—Lixpuey 

Fiowsn-srew about sixteen inches high, much striated with dark purple, 
and very glaucous—leaves dark, luxuriant, and a good deal variegated 
especially to is the points—corolla of a dark blood-red colour, with a 

d nectary in the thront-spathe brown number of flowers varying from 
four to ci 

This Lily is sufficiently worthy of distinction from its splendid appear- 
ance, but still more so, a being the first hybrid Amaryllis on record, and 
having caused many learned disputes on the subject, for the investigation of 
which, those who are interested are referred to a Paper by 4. R. Gowns, 

a, published in the Horticultural Transactions, vol. A. p. 498; to the 
several Essays by the Honourable W. Heuer; amd a Paper by Mr 
Lixpuev, Horticultural Transactions, rol. 5. p. 337. Hybrid plants of ev 
possible degree and variety of mixture are now become so general and nume 
rous, that it seems equally vain and useless to attempt to trace their parentage 
in every instance; and many seedlings from Amaryllis Regine and others have 

id to have been obtained the appellation of *Johnsonian" "The prototype is 
first raised about the year 1799, from the seed of Vittata impregnated with 
Formosissima, by Mr. Jonxsos, a maker of gold hands for watches, in the 
town of Prescot, and the present specimen is from one of the original bulbs, 
presented by Mr. Jonssox to the late Enwann Faukxen, Esa. of Fairfield, 
near Liverpool. ‘The striped markings of the stem and leaves, are a pretty p i s 
constant characteristic of the true Johnsoni 
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JAPONICUM. 

Nar, Onpis—LILIACAE. Laso 

Tuis Lily has been ше rally described and figured as ono,lomorod. In 
the Horticultural Transactions, rol 4. p. 553; it is stated that our know. 

of Liliu n Japonicum as a native of Japan, was derived first from 
К кмк (Amanitates exotica, page 871) and afterwards from Truxnene 
{Flora Japonica, раде 133); from the accounts of both these writers it 

under appears to produce only one flower on a stem in its native country, bi 
the cultivation of Mr. Brookes it had produced three flowers on one stem. 
"The specimen from which this drawing was made grew in the Liverpool 

ck loam, shaded by high hedzes__th Botanie Garden, in а plot of light bla 
they have flourished for a series of years with such strength and luxuriance 
of growth, that many stems rise to four or five feet in height, producing five 
or six flowers on ench.—L. Japoni and may perhaps be 
designated n coarser plant than Candidum or Longifloram to both of which 
it iw nearly allied. The purple markings on the back, together with the 
tinge of Limerie tan colour diffused through the petals especially on their 
first expansion, give a cha yg richness of appearance, which is enhanced 
by the deep shade of the firm hollow belle and massive looking pistyls 

and stamens. 
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NERINE AURBA. 

Хат. Orpea AMARYLLIDEÆ ахо 

Amaryllis Aurea—Bot, Mag. 409. 

Fiowrxcsrr rising nearly two feet high, solid, slightly compressed, 
glaucous, supporting 4 or 6 flowers of brilliant gold colour, inclining to 

in the inside, yellower outside, and having a greenish keel up the centre 
of each petal.— Petals narrow, curling, and very much undul ted at the edges, 
particularly the three inner ones. Style and filaments pale orange and straight 
Stigma small, trifid, carmine colour. Anthers brownish. "Phe style consider- 
ably longer than the corolla; three of the filaments are longer, and three 
shorter, Pedlicels yellowish green, short and unequal; germ green, bluntly 
three cornered. Spathe brown, thin, transparent, divided into two broad seg- 
ments and three or four narrow ones, or imperfect bructes Leaves strongly 
keeled, the most luxuriant nearly an inch and half broad, blue-green and very 
glaucous on the back, and the margin turned down from the front so as to 
form а narrow border up each side of the leaf.—Bulb resembles that of 
Formosissima in shape, but is of a paler brown colour—Flowers in Autumn, 
and was first introduced into this country from China by Dr. Poruenciu 
in 1777, 









CRINUM AUGUSTUM. 

Nor Окна AMARYLLIDE4E ачылу 

and Crinum amabile bei ТІ it both in flower together at 
the Liverpool Botanic Garden on the 15th May, 1829, afforded an excellent 
opportunity of ex mining the recorded distinctions between these two very 

itar, and equally noble and beautiful rivals, The proportio 
the style and filaments, varied consider fierent flowers on both 
plants, the majority probably being of about equal Ie b. "The petals of 

gustum were generally somewhat brouder and of a brighter and redder I 
but this also appeared to vary a good deal, according to the state of expansion 
and perfection of growth of the individual flower ie principal dit 
seems to consist in the Leares, which in amabile are broader and shorter, while 

tum they taper off more gradually to а point. ‘The accompanying 
drawing was from a plant in the Hothouse of В. Hannisos Esa. in August 
‘There were twenty-nine flower in the Umbel, with peduncles from one to 
two inches long. ‘The spathe dividing into two broad segments, and several 
narrow ones, each flower having also its own inner spathe or coloured strap- 
shaped bracte. As Ihe ease with very many plants of this tribe, these 
bructes soon h ng down among the shreds of the real spathe and appear to 
form a part of it; in many others they are either deciduous or so small as to 
escape notice 
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AMAR YLLI РІСТА. 

Хат. Онова АМАТ ахы 

"Tene, from the seedearp to the division of the petals, one inch; and of a 
rich deep brown, produced by the dark red markings su м with yellowish 
green, which latter colour extends beyond the red, and de eately shades the 
Petals, particularly up the contre, for half their length. Whole length of the 
flower nearly six inches. Pistyl and stamens white, green towards the base, 
‘The throat fringed. Petals of a pale cream colour, the two uppermost inner 
petals strongly marked with dark carmine str towards the thr 

thick and spongy, giving to the flow a little of the peculiar 
solid appearance of Lilium Japonicum, but the edges considerably waved. 
Flowers inclined on their peduneles much in the position of those of 
Equestris 

nistake of labels it cannot be asserted positively whether the 
bulb was imported from Maranliam, or raised from seed of S olandritore, in 
the collection of R. Hınnısox Esa. where it flowered as here represented, in 
April, 1829. ‘There is a strongly marked character of individuality in the 
whole appearance of the plant, and if not a distinct species, it is at least a 
very beautiful novelty as a variety 
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AMARYLLIS FORMOSISSIMA. 

Nvr Oni —AMARRYLLIDE E ахи 

Jacobwa Lily Bot. Mag. 47. 

Aurnoven this plant has been known in England since 1658, it is still as great 

a favourite as ever from the vivid beauty of the flowers as well as their easy 
and hardy, culture. Tt is said to be a native of North and South Amer 

but in this country it certainly flourishes best and blooms most freely in a 

moderate stove heat. "Phe stems seldom bear more than one flower on each 

and rise alternately on opposite sides the bulb, «o that one grows up as the 

other ñ 
"The Segments of the corolla are separate, quite down to the receptacle; and 

and three downwards, giving a stand in two divisions, three turnin 
very droll appearance to the flower, as if it had a long taper waist. The edges 
of the outer lower petals roll inwards so much as completely to envelop Ше 

rally bundle of filaments near their base; these are of unequal lengths, but 

three of them are rather longer than the others; there is a minute scale at the 
Drawn from a very old plant base of cach, like the rudiments of a necta 

infiel. 
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AMARYLLIS SOLANDRIFLORA var. 

Nor. Onnen AMARYLLIDE E Lavoro: 

A veny beautiful seedling production of Amaryllis Solandrilora and A. 

Johnsoni. ‘Phe petals are most elegantly tinged with rose-colour round their 

ry is but slightly developed and м 

iom thirty inches high, very glaucous, purple for six inches near the 

long, two inches bron bulb; leaves twenty-two in din their widest part 

mot much channelled nor strongly ribhed.—Tube of the flower sx inches, 
yellow. ‘The whole plant h; pistyl and stamens white, anthers 

has а most deliente appearance, almost faint-looking, but affording a delightful 
contrast among so many of its blazing congeners as surrounded it, in the 

dazzling display in Mr. R. Hannısox's hothouses April, 1829. The seed 
in October, 18: from which this Lily was raised, ripened at Aighbu 
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LILIUM LONGIFLORUM. 

Nor Овоза ААС Ілу 

Bot. May. 

Sres, nearly three feet high, beari 

pure white, the tube considerably elongated and slightly shaded with pale gree 

the whole length of the flower is seven inches; very fragrant. The leaves are 

scattered round the stem, but more numerous and larger than those of Lilium 
6 th, marked 

with about seven longitudinal ribs; they become somewhat smaller towards 

the base of the stem. "There were no radical leaves to the plant 

this specimen was taken. Tt belonged to Mrs. Бөлгіш» Cnorren, and was 

the Liverpool Floral and Horti- shown a ng o a prize-flower, at the meet 

cultural Society, 28th May, 1896 when the permission was most obli 
granted to Mr. Hesry Чиконияв, to cut the luxuriant stem of flowers 

here represented. In the Botanical Register it is said to have been “first 

introduced from China, by the Horticultural Society, in whose conservatory 

it flowered in May, 1821," bearing only one flower, half the size of those 
on the present. plant 
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AMARYLLIS CORREIEN 

Nar. Онога —AMARYLLIDE EL 

Born, light yellowish brown, round, with a narrow neck, from which spri 
bunch of five or six leaves, quite pink at first, afterwards shaded with 
purple, channelled, glaucous, standing а transparent 
purple margin. Lower down on the bulb rises the scape, twenty-four inches 
high, smooth, eylindrical, gl cons, and hollow; nearly white towards the base 
and considerably tinged with purple above; a second stem is rising beside it 
Spathe, brown, transparent, and shrivelled. ‘Two flowers supported on lo 
unequal peduncles, which 
P 
brilliant einnabar with some wh 

angular shaded with purple and solid throughout. 
rp dark green, indistinetly three-sided. - "The colour of the flower is a 

lı strenks and а green stripe more than half 
and numerous dark red veins, all longitudinal, occasion 

never reticulated ; re broader than the. he three outer petals 
three inner ones, and the upper outer petal broader, and the lower inner petal 
narrower than the others; the stamens are of unequal lengths, but all of them 
shorter than the pistyl: style and filaments dark coralred; anthers brown, 
covered with bright yellow pollen; stigma, three-eleft, downy, purplish: nectary 
whitish green fringed with white hairs, elnsping the bundle of filaments, and 
very distinet though scarcely ono fourth the size of the nectary in Aulica or 
Platypetala, and the flower not expanding so widely. ‘This is apparently a 

to Mu. Hinurnr's divis new species, belongin п, Hippeastrum, with which 
it agrees in every respect except in the solid peduncles. Mn. H uuusox obtained 
it from the Padre of Correia, in one of the Serras of the Organ Mountains 
in Brazil; the bulb was ticketed “rare and valuable, and is now in flower 
for the first time at Aighhurgh 17h January, 1830. 
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PANCRATIUM CALATHINUM. 

Cup-flowered Paneratium.— Bot. Reg. 915. 

Nar. Oxora—AMARYLLIDEA Lavoro 

Тип» very rare Pancratium was received by R. Husos, Esa. from Brazil, 
and flowered in his Hothouse, as he e represented, in April, 1831. It 
approaches to i habit of P. Ama ieathed stem; its cup shaped 
hectary; and the curious way in which the stamens are bent down within 

the cup, even after the flower is fully expanded: they spring from this position 
with a sudden jerk, intended doublle (as in the Kalmias) to scatter the pollen 
on the pistyl, which is nearly straight, and as long as the neetary; conse 
quently the stigma is elevated considerably above the anthers, This plant 
is double the size of Amnnenes, but the latter still reigns triumphant, as the 
ly described: Paneratium with a coloured corolla. In Calathinum the bulb 

is nearly globular, the sheathed part of the stem beautifully veined with green, 
and about one foot high to th ration of the leav and flow 
which rises two feet six inches more, is solid and flattened, 

and not more than three-eights the other; there is a 
idge up each side, and it is green and glaucous. "The leaves do not с 

to perfection until after the flower is past, they then attain nearly three feet 
in length. 
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CRINUM PEDUNCULATUM. 

Хат. Onpnn—AMARY 

owth, having the neck of the bulb len 18 is a plant of magnificent 
out, into a smooth, green, Inmellated stem, resembling that of the Plant 

ference, and fifteen or to leaves teen inches in height, before it separates i 

these are very numerous, and measure a yard and half, and some even two 

yards in length, and six inches in breadth; having a very deep channel along 

the centre, and from twenty-seven to thirty ribs on cach side, whieh, when seen 

against the light, are beautifully transparent. — The flower-stems rise from 
ust the leaves, and the height from the surface of the soil, t 

umbel of flowers, frequently exceeds five feet. 

The flowers are white, supported on green, unequal peduneles ; the tube of 

the flower, longer than in Ci num Asiatieum, pale yellowish green. Filaments, 

horizontal, curling upwards towards the extremities, where they are 

purple—anthers, long and yellowish—style, purple, shorter than the filam 

surmounted by a minute, f ya, which, when viewed through a. 

magnifier, appears purple in the centre; and delicately fringed with white hairs, 

"Phe root was sent by Dr. Caney, to the Liverpool Botanic Garder 

flowers freely every summer. Native of Now Holland. 

PAPILIO ANTENOR, PAPILIO MENELAUS, 
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LILIUM CANADENSE. 

ful bending of the slender flower-stalks, is one of the striking 
beauties of this plant. The petals are never rolled back, like those of the 

Martagons, although in other respeets it approaches to the character of Lilium 
superbum, also a native of © ‘There is a variety of Canadense with much 

darker flowers Both sorts bloom very lusuriantly in July and August, at the 

Liverpool Botanie Garden, in а border of bog-earth, shaded by high hedges 

frequently three or four whorls of flowers, one above the other, form a splendid 

pyramid. It is figured in the Botanical Magazine, No. 800, as one-flowered, 
but de п the number of flowers, from one to twelve; and in 

the description of the variety, Botanical Magazine, 858, Micnsex is referred 

to, as stating the usual number of flowers in wild specimens to be three 
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PHYRANTHES CARINA 

Хат. Onpen-—AMARYLLIDEE. Шах 

Purse pretty plants may be at first sight distinguished from Amaryllis, by the 
erect position of the flowers, and also by the position of the filaments, which 
diverge regularly from the centre, one assuming the directi of ench petal, so 
as to form а sort of crown, Pistil decumbent; stigma deeply three-eleft, white. 
Peduncle slender, as long as the flower. Bulbs, under the names of Zephyran 
thes Carinatues, and Zehyranthes Grandiflora, have been received from Peru and 
Mexico, at the Liverpool Garden, and by Mr. Hannısos, which bloom so ex- 
actly alike, that even Mr. Hesry Хинен" acute botanical discrimination, 
‘could not discover any difference, when we examined several plants of both, i 
flower at the same time, in May, 1881 

e natives of West- All the species are said in the Botanical Register, to 
ern Countries, and hence probably the origin of the name Zephyranthes, given 
by Mr. Hennern si The flower of the West wind,” and sing literally 
gently should Zephyrus breathe over subjects of so frail and delicate a texture 
for though the roots will live and grow in a warm border, in mild seasons 
the beauty of the flowers is entirely destroyed by exposure to the elements. 

ZEPHYRAN HES ROSEA 

ate little Lily, is so similar in form and habit to the "Тш exquisitely: del 
above, as scarcely to appear distinct from it in description, but it is less than 

und its half the size, and of а deeper rose-eolour; the leaves also are Flatt 
time of flowering is later, ‘This specimen was from R. Hannsovs, Esa. 10th 
July, 1825. М. Gurmem thinks it is probably the Amaryllis Minuta of 
Kunth, in the “Nova Species Plantarum: the last edition of the Hortus 
Cantabrigionsis, records its introduction from the Havannah, 
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#RIFFINIA HYACINTHINA. 

Nor, OnperAMARYLLIDE 

Bot. Reg. 163, 

Purne are only th described species of Griffinia, all natives of South 

America, and named by Ме. Ken in honour of the celebrated eultivator of bulbs, 

W. бүт, Eso. of South Lambeth 
G: Parviflora, and G: Intermedia, both resemble G: Hyacinthina, but this 

was the first species introduced from Brazil (in 1815), and is larger and hand- 

somer than the others. The most obvious distinction from Amaryllis consists 

erous longi in the leaves, which are broad and flat, strongly ribbed with nu 
dinal veins, and netted with transverse fibres; each leaf has a flattened 

fleshy foot-stalk, one or two inches in length. ‘The flower-stem is somewhat 

compressed, having a sharp ridge up each side. Flower-stalks short and 
purplish. ‘The petals are deeply separated, and the three upper, and the three 
lower, stand completely apart in two divisions, as in Nerine Aurea. ‘The three 
lower petals are also considerably waved at their edges, and of a paler violet 
colour. Anthers pale buff, stamens white or bluish, of unequal lengths; five 

of them lie in the direction of the lower petals, and the sixth stands upright 
nearly hid in the channel of the centre upper petal. Pistyl white, stigma very 
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Drawn by М" E.Bury Liverpool. 
AMARYLLIS PLATYPETALA. ugraved,Pmted, & Coloured, by R Havel 



AMARYLLI PLATYPE 

Хат. Овони —AMARYLLIDE 

Bot. Reg. 1038, 

one of the many beautit ul congeners of Aulica and Calyptrata, sent 
from Rio, by W d flowered as here represented, at 

Mrs. Anxoro Huuusoys the 28th of November, 1828. Мг. Laxmi con- 

siders it as a variety of Amaryllis Aulien, from which it differs in the more 

campamulate form of the flowers, and the sre breadth of the petals, which 

are of a much lighter searlet, and have a decided green stripe along the centre 

ry which surrounds the filaments, in the mouth of the 
tube, is also white instead of green, and the ns are more dispersed in di 
ferent directions tha п Aulica. ‘The pystil has a disposition to turn downwards 
rather than upwards, The leaves are glaucous a 
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AMARYLLIS CRO CATA, 

Drawn by М” E. Bury Liverpool. ı PAPIO NESTOR BRASIL, Engraved. Printed. & Coloured by R Havell Lond nnóraved. Printed. & Coloured by R Havel London 

. 



AMARYLLI С ROCA 

Ner. Onpen- AMAYLLIDE E Lisp 

Peras very much undulated on th and strongly curled at the 
к; of unequal breadths; indeed the fourfold difference of breadth, given by 

Mr. Honnene as a general character, to all his genus Hippeastrum, is very 
perceptible in most of this group. Colour a bright oi ce, with much green in 
the tube and along the centre of exch petal, Flowers expand widely Tube 

id flower-stalks of about equal length, spathe short and soon withering away— 
Leaves three inches wide, of a rich dark, glossy, £ glaucous on the 
as is also the flower-stem, no purple on either 

‘This specimen was drawn at the Liverpool Botanie Garden, Sth February, 

1826, from a bulb received by Mr. Sri in 1810, from St. Paul in Brazil, 

together with a bulb of Amaryllis Psittacina, being the first individuals of both 

o this country. se beautiful species introduced in 

‘Phe Butterfly is the Papilio Nestor of the Linn. Syst. Nat. p. 752 of the 
les, Achivi. À mat of Brazil. 
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ANTEUM. CRINUM GIG 

Хэл. барка AMARYLLIDE E мя 

Bot. Mag. 923. 

a of Mr. Hennent, is also considered as inum Petiola Tans plant, the Ci 
Index to the Botanical Magazine publishedin 1828, Crinum in the systemat 

a, and specifically although described in the work as a variety of Amaryllis O, 

lanica and others, whose differences have since been well synonimous with Za 

No. 570. The figure in the pointed ont, in the Botanical Register, col. 

Magazine differs a little in the shape of the petals, from the specimen here 

ingly presented by Симу Honer represented, and which was obl 

ing of the Liverpool of Everton, after it had obtained a prize, at the n 
Horticultural $ šety, 30th April 1829. 

‘The following description translated from De. Pensoox’s synopsis plantarum 

answers exactly to the present plant. “Leaves flaceid and undulated; flowers 

silting, forming an umbel; petals white, concave; native of Africa. 

at the time the flower is in he limb is much expanded, and Mate 

perfection, and the stamens and pistil are suddenly bent down, almost in a 

mouth of the tube. Style, bright green, and far ht angle, close ov 

slenderer than the filaments, which are white; anthers yellow, but quickly 

turning brown when the pollen is shed, amd the petals also, then soon look 
ad, The leaves are of dusky, and wither, even before the flower droops its h 

a very dark green, and sheathe alternately in the manner of Seabrum; the seape 

© plant of this species, Susrusnn has а very В springs from the bulb. Mr. 

which he purchased in April, 1802, under the name of Amaryllis Gigas. 
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CRINUM ORNATUM. 

Nor. Onpen—ANARTLLIDE, 

Bot. Мар. 

Frowen-srest springing from the side of the leaves, as in Crinum Seabr 
Which it appears to resemble close growth; but 
the petals are more pointed, and curling at the extremities, as the flowers 

expand, which however they never do very widely. Flowers nodding, fron 

five to seven, all turning one way ; spathe br 

searcely at all glaucous, but slightly scaly, and margined. Tt belongs to 
Mr. He grs sub-division of Crinum “the Ornate,” in which he enumerates 
ten species, the es to whieh seem to have been so differently assigned in 
various botanical works, to render them very dificult to distinguish. There 
is a letter on the treatment and varieties of some of these Crinums, from the 
Hon. and Rev. W. Hennenr to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 
in the 3d. vol. of the Horticultural Transactions, part, 2 page 189; where 
several interesting experiments are recorded. 

This Drawing is from a plant that bloomed in Mr. R. Husos Hothouse 

September, 1828, 
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AMARYLLIS AULICA. 

Nor, Овоза —AMARYLLIDEAE. Шивы 

Bot. Reg. 444. 

Tris Lily has been very happily named by Mr. Ken, both on account of its 

truly “courtly” appearance, and also the prominent manner in which the mouth. 

of the tube is “erowned” by a thick fleshy ring of a bright green colour, which 

contrasts well with the vivid scarlet of the petals; these separate comple 

from each other, when the flower is full blown, and the difference in their 

breadths is conspicuous, the three outer ones, particularly the two lowest, be 

much narrower than the others. "They are all ret 
is strongly continued along the centre, close dow and the same darker eolourin 

to the crown, where it spre cen marks at the base of euch 
the effect of our courtier's petal, by a sort of very rich spotting, heighte 
d green; the leaves large embroidered vest. The stem is round, hollow, ai 

int; the whole plant is magnificent looking. 
Another of the «cent importations from Brazil. 
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PANCRATIUM AMBOINENSE 

Ner. Onpee—AMARYLLIDE 

Bot. Mag. 1419. 

Тик leaves form the most striking feature; they are ovate-heart sl 

у ribbed; of a very bright yellow id in pointed, and stro Ж general 

appearance much resembling those of Hemerocallis Japoniea the Nectary is 
very curious, and dissimilar from that of other P valiums, being formed 

m nees from each side of the base ly of unconnected, wedge-shaped protuber 

of the filaments. The spathe bears a number of flowers which are nearly 
scenes. In the Paradisus Londinensis, Mr. Sarısnuny 

“ Paneratium Nersifolium” but says he believes it to be the true P, Amboinense 

of Linnaeus, which latter name is also adopted by the Messrs. иктин, of 

the Liverpool Botanic Garden, from a ph int in whi collection this drawing 
was made. Native of the Island of Amboyna, bably the same as the 

Crinum Nervosum of Dr. Prnsoos, Mr. Ниет founds his g 
on some singularity in the feuctification of this plant, which he says has 

named Eurycles by Mr. Sussnvxy in the Horticultural Transactions, and 
this name given to it by Professor Lispuay in the Encyclopedia of 
Plants, 
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CRINUM BROU ONET 

Nar Onpen—AMARYLI 1DE E Lavoe 

Bot. Mag. 9191 

Axornen of Mr. Hennerrs very elegant natural groupe of “Pue Онхут, 
bale g to the half-expanding Crinums ; bulb round, with a lengthened nec 

seabrous, light brown leaves sheathing, nu ading in every direction ; 

channelled, slightly undulated, very smooth at the edges, and scarcely at all 

glaucous, either above or beneath; about twenty inches long.—Se 

from the side, purplish at the hase, and flattened ; six inches to the spathe, which 

hes long, bright green, and dividing into two parts, Filaments white, 

J upwards; anthers pale dusky yellow; pistil purple for nearly an 

inch adjoining the stigma, the divisions of which are white above, purplish 

Г Crinum Ornat ng those of beneath. Flower very transient, closely resemb 

which however constantly produces five, six, or seven flowers in a seape, 

the same treatment at R. Hanuisoy's Esq. ; whereas the general habit of Brous: 

soneti appears to be decidedly one-floered, although it occasionally produces 

atwo-flowered scape, a second smaller bud. after the first lower has 

off, but this is merely from extreme luxuriance of growth, and not a constant 

character of the plant. 
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UM CRUENTUM. 

Nov. Onpen—AMARYLLIDE A, Lavoro 

Bot. Reg. Vil. 

If to the spa w the side of the mass 

of foliage, but within one or two of the outside leaves; smooth, not glaucous, 

compressed and solid; of a clear bri bt green, paler near the bulb. Spathe 

ng into two ke segments, darkish green outside, 

r within, Flowers sessile, each with a long narrow braete, resembling 

the spathe in colour and substance. ‘Tube of the flower from seven to eight 

ls purple, strap-shaped, of equal bi ths, and strongly 

wed at the points; pistil and filaments purple, pistil gene rally, but not 

bly, longer than the filaments—anthers dark brown, covered with bright 

р yellow pollen.—Leaves five feet long, ribbed, slightly channelled, and 

ing very much towards the joints, “This Crinum was first flowered 

by Mr. Нам A Indies, and it is still a eer, who imported it from the Е; 

e plant the present specimen flowered in the Liverpool Botanic 

Garden ; the bulb is ver nost mach elongated at the neck, and so ses 

to lose the character of a true bulb, dark brown, raising itself almost entirely 

above the soil, and throwing out thick, tuberous, fleshy roots on every side. 
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AMARYLLIS PSITTACINA. 

Nar. OxoriAMMYLLIDEAE: Lyon 

Bot. Reg. 199. Hippeastrum Psittaeinum. Mr. Messer 

Tuis bulb was received at the Liverpool Botanie Garden from St. Paul in 

zil, in 1810. It is figured in the Botanical Register, No. 199, from a 

plant in Mr. балету collection at South Lambeth, where it is said to 

lowered for the first time in this country in March 1817, but the plant at the 

Liverpool Garden flowered in great perfection, and was drawn by Miss Машан 
at that time artist to the Botanic Garden, in 1813. 

The degree of red in the petals, as well as the form of the marki 
to vary a good deal in different individuals; pe ps some of the most bea 
are those, in whieh the red st dually blended and harmonized with 

ıt apple-green, which fo as it were, the ground colour of the petals 
^ fleshy ridge surrounds the filaments at the mouth of the tube, though scarcely 

The slowers ‘one tenth the size of the ring or crown in Aulica, or Calyptrata. 

of the ps arden and at Mr. Hagsrsoy's are я Amaryllis, both at the Botanic 

much larger and richer than the figure in the Register, but smaller and paler 

specimens are also frequent. Mr. Hareisox has и magnificent seedling from 
Psittacina and Johnsoni. 
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AMARYLLIS REGINE. 

Nar. Onpen—AMARYLLT 

Ene plant here represented has been above thirty years im the Fairfield 

hothouse and flowers very freely every spring—the following correct description 

is taken from Professor Muersy's edition of Miller's Dictionary, published in 

Bulb green, seape round, sub-compressed. Each stem supports two, 
three, or four flowers, rarely more; th ofa are la copper-colour 
inelininiz to scarlet, with a bottom of a whitish green: the Un 

reversed at the tip, the three inner fringed at the base; the style red: the spathe 

which covers the buds before they open, divides into two parts to the bottom, 
standing on each side the umbel of flowers, It flowered in Mr. Pasemos 

garden at Hoxton, in 1728, when the late Dr. Jawes Dovansss (a celebrated 

Anntomist,) caused a figure of itto be drawn, and wrote a folio pamphlet on it 

He gave it the title of Lilium Regine, because it was in full beauty on the Ist of 

was the birth-day of the late Queen,” (Caroline of Anspach, wife 
1L) ‘Phe roots were brought from Mexico, and it is therefore called 

the Mesi n Lily, among Gardeners, It increases readily by offsets, or from 
seed, by which so many varieties have been raised, that the original species 
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ZEPHYRANTHES TUB 

Nvr Omen AMABYLLIDE 

нє small bulbs here represented in flower, were received from. D ita, 
with number of others, under the name of “ Atamaseo Lily,” but the flowers 

besides being smaller, and destitute of the pink hue of Atamasco, have the 
petals broader, and not so deeply divided; the flower stalks much longer in 

proportion to the stem ; and possess exa ly the character given by Mr. каит, 

to Tubispatha, very short tube, rounded with sid of the filaments. 

‘Phe stamens are shorter than the pistil, of unequal length, and diverging, but 

not so regularly as in some of the Zephyr hes. A variety whic appears 

nearly allied to this, is mentioned in the Botanical Register, 1361. The present 

plant agrees with the description in the Bou Magazine, No. 1586. 

Zephyranthes Candida is larger, whiter, the petals more deeply divided, and 

backwards when the floweris expanded; the: 
the le h from the pericarp to the bottom of the spathe, is scarcely above опе 

tenth of the whole length of the seape, w bispatha it is nearly one 

third both the flowers and budsof Candida are more upright, and the stems 

ves thick, smooth, and lke 
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AMARYLLIS FULGIDA. 

Хат. Orpen AMARYL DER Lion 

Bot. Reg. 996. 

Mores has paid at tion to any one branch of natural history, must have 
felt the foree of the truth so well explained by Mr. вла, in his observations 
on differe of arrangements; namely, that * while few individuals only 
are known to the collector, he finds it an e y task to establish distinctions of 

та and species, but in proportion as our collections are enriched, difficulties and 
zuitios begi “ater the З or of natural objects assembled 

together the more do we discover proofs that every thing passes by insensible 
shades into somethi кеме" 

Amaryllis Fu rida, Croc , and some others, resemble each other 
А, but as stated in the Botanical Register, Amaryllis Fulgida, “differs 

from Cro aand Rutila, in the grea length of the tube of the corolla”, 
compared with the germen), “and from Equestris and Regine, in having the 
throat smooth instead of crowned with white hairs;” it exceeds them all except 

id the size of the fo perhaps Crocata, in heigth ge, and the dazzling lustre of 
the colour of the lowers. 

This specimen was imported by Mr. Hanuısos, from Brazil, and was drawn P Т » 
1832, Som al Aighburgh, Ap 

in length and ne Ну three inches in breadth; the first Mlowerstem (bearing 

ht flowers) tained the heigth of thirty inches, and would probably have 
become somewi ıt taller, but was most generously cut for the completion of 
the present figure; a second senpe immediately succeeded it, twent 

and having six flowers; some smaller bulbs of the s species, were also 

Anxor» Hanuisoss Eso. and differed slightly in the size and shape 

ht-coloured star in the centre, 

“Ses Pringle Gong by Cuan Lr ts Eas Vol. 8, Chapter 1,— Diner va tho existence of specie, 
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AMARYLLIS HARRISONI. 

Хит, Oxora—AMARYELIDE E -ыхшыз 

Ts plant was imported from Peru, by Mr. Машизох, and nam 

Ay of А: Vitta Tt of him by Professor Lions, who considers it as a va 

om the true Vittata in the great length of the flower-tube (which 

the pericarp to the angle where the petals divide), and measures Əi-inehes, fro 

ys considerable heat and the same treat- also in being a very tender bulb, requi 

ment as A : Solandriflora, whose habit it seems to approach. "he Flowers 

arkably horizontal. ‘The outer do not expand widely, and their position is rer 
te only to the commence edges of the petals, are sepa 

halt way down the tube, instead of quite down to the bottom as in Vittata.— Tli 
and less spreading, and there is no purple on the stem pinkstripes are far paler, 

re particu or leaves, which are ver 

s extended ко far beyond blue g he transparent colourless eut 

the cellular texture, as to look like a bright edge of silver all round the 

flowered at Aighburgh, “for the first timo in Europe, in 1824, 
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PANCRATIUM АМ ENUM. 

Хат. Ошан —AMARYLLIDE E Lavoro 

Bot. Mag. 1467. 

Frowens from six to ten, sessile; pure white except the tube, which is gradually 

shaded with green, down to the pericarp. Spathe and braetes permanent, 
greenish, and almost transparent. Stigma small trifid and dark green. Anthers 

ly down to the edge of the ıd filaments green, of a dingy orange. Style 

below. Flowers fragrant, but less powerful than those of P. 
res numerous, channelled, and having a raised furrow on each 

side the channel down the centre. Stem rising from the middle of the leaves 

compressed as to be nearly twice as broad one way, as the other, and 

having a sharp edge on each side, and a slightly depressed furrow 1 ly dep 
is but when the bloom is rubbed off, showing 

the stove of the Liverpool itself closely ribbed. Drawn from a plant in lowe 

to Lisouex, Botanie Garden, May, 1899. А na e of Guayana accord 
ayenne, cultivated in gardens in Martinico, Милен says “probably а native of 

in 1760 
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CRINUM ZEYLANICUM. 

Хат. Orpen CAMARYLLIDEAL—Lixptey 

Mr. Henn and Professor Laxpuey both refor to the Botanical Magazine, 

HIT, for this plant. It is there called “Amaryllis Ornata,” but is well 
described in Martyn's Miller's Dictionary, where it is stated that the name 

of Crinum Zeylanicum was originally assigned to it by Lixxxvs, 

sequently confirmed by M. L'Henrrien (the first propagator of the Linnean 

liest and most zealous members of the system in France, and one of the 
National In n Zeylanicum forms the sixth species of Mr. Hamas 

Ornate stem and spathe are of a rich royal purple, the sai 

be of the flower and the keel on the outside of each 
the following distinctions from Crinum petal. In the Botanical Register, 

Ornatum are pointed out: “the leaves are conspicuously undulate, smooth at the 

=, narrower, shorter, with a thicker mid-rib; flowers much redder, anthers 

dark brown, bulb not elongated into а neck.” Ibis a native of the 
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CRINUM PEDUCULATO-ZEYLA> ICUM. 

the elegance of the New Holland A rie hybrid С im, possessi 

е Mother Plant), and delicately tin species, Crinum Pedunculatum ш 
blending so beautifully the characters of both, with colour by Zeylanie 

with its pa as to form а subject of interest 

d as it lowered in the stove of Василь Машкох, Eso, at Aighburgh, 
in the middle of August, 1898, 
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AMARYLLIS VITTATA (Superna.) 

Nav, Onpre—AMARYLLIDER, 

Ib received from Brazil, by Mrs. Anson Hannısos, "Dans figure was from a 

and will be found on examination, to differ considerably from its less dashing 
sister, the original species from the Cape, now becoming a very searce plant, 

the more glowing beauties of the South American varieties, present greater 
attractions to the cultivator. ‘The edges of the petals are united farther along 

the tube, in Superba, and the flowers open wider; the whole plant is much 

and the colourin; d gayer. lar: roughout, light 
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CRINUM SCABRUM. 

Ner. Orora—AMARYLLIDEE Lavoro 

Bot. Mag. 2180. 

"Pur figure in the Magazine is much too small, but a very accurate description 

is there given by Mr. Меники, who reckons this in his second section of 
imb of a num, semipatentes, the half-opening, although he admits that th 

the corolla expands quite widely, when exposed to much heat. "Phe scape is 

ben ng down, with rough. many-flowered, flowers sitting; leaves very lot 

cartalaginous edges, considerably undulated, especially towards the base; U 

sheathe over each other alternately for several inches, so as to form a pretty 

firm stem. ‘The scape springs from the bulb, aside of this leafy stem; it is of a 
allow gre purplish at the base, compressed and solid. ‘The tube of the 

with a brilliant flowers bright green, the cup beautifully white and shi 

pale crimson stripe down the centre of cach petal. Style and filaments white; 

anthers pale yellow. Bulb light brow “and round, received by Mr, Hannısox 
from Brazil; but Lesorey says a ive of the Azores. As Mr. Herner 

remarks, “ it likes « strong heat and plenty of water, and with such treatment, 

Mowers freely in May and June, sending up a succession of flower-stems, with 
five or six flowers on ench. 
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AMARYLLIS STILOSA. 

Nar. Onbra—AMARY DEA. Lispuay 

Bot. Mag. 2278, 

‘Pars is another individual of the South American groupe, separated fro 

Amaryllis, under the name of Hippeastrum, by Mr. Heuer, who at first 

considered it as a variety of Equestre (var. 4. Glabrifolia), but has since dis- 
tinguished it as a different species, recognized by the form and posture of the 

flower; the le ig longer instead rth of the style and filaments, and the style bei 

of shorter than the corolla. “Тһе colour is also peculiar, and resembles the great 
Tawny Day Lily (Hemerocallis Fulva), more than any of 
our conservatories, 

‘The fanciful Knights Star too, which is so conspicuous in Equestre, is 

so small, and so little rayed in Stilosa, as scarcely to assume any appearance of 

a star, but is merely a dark green mark within the tube, terminating very 
abruptly just at the throat 

Bulbs were first received by Lord Carnarvon, from Maranham and 

Cayenne, in 1820; others have since been imported from Bray l; the present 
one flowered in t pool Botanic Garden. 
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CRINUM ERUBESCEN 

Ner Onpra—AMARY Lisp. 

Mr. Honnsar enumerates five distinet varieties of € » Erubescens, of wh 
this stands the third, nb white, tube and germen green.” "The flower-stem, 
style and fil is are strongly shaded with red, and a faint blush of the same 
tint, suffuses the petals, just before they be to droop, though they are quite 
white when first the flowers open. Phe leaves are strong, thick, and spreadi 
deeply jannelled, and the e Рише Mun says 
in his “ Leones Plantarum” (notes to tab. ex), that he received. iy of these 

roots from Panama and Carthagens, about the year 1750, which he cultivated 

very successfully in the Chelsea Botanie Garden, where the plants generally 
flowered three or four times in а year, but at no regular season, The figure in 

the Bot. Mag. 1232, is Mr. Heber first variety, Rubrilimba, "The bulb 
here repres: 4, has flowered constantly, for twenty or thirty years past at 
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AMARYLLIS MINIATA. 

Nar. Onpen—AMARYLLIDI BA Lisboa. 

Bot. Mag, 1943. 

e spathe is two or four flowered; the upper petal very much bent back, the 

inferior opposite petal much narrower, and straighter; t throat of the tube not 
at all fringed. Pistil and filaments decumbent, curving upwards towards their 

extremities; the divisions of the stigma strongly fringed, and becoming 
deeply trifid as the flowe oes off; anthers pale yellow. Leaves broad, stiff, 
ribbed ; smooth the extremities, Bulb received 

by Mr. Hannısox from Brazil; flowers freely in the bark-stove. Dr. Pensoos 

quotes the Flora Peruviana 3, p. 57. Mr. Нкквкит says this is а variety of 
Fulgida, and not the Miniata of Ruiz and Pavon, which has а bearded tube 

a character which this flower does not possess. The form of the leaves, and the 
manner of growth are however very differen 
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Lilium Saperbum. 

1 Lilian  Chalcedonteum. 

Lilium Martagon, 
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LILIUM POMPONIUM. 

Bot. Mag. 798. 

LILIUM CHALCEDONICU M. 

Bot. Mag. 30. 

LILIUM ARTAGON varieties 

Тив Yellow Pompone Lilly makes a very gay appearance in the flower garden, 

especially when growing in a moist situation, and encreases readily by 

but the scent is very disagreeable. "There is also a scarlet Pompone Lilly (figured 

in the Botanical Magazine, No. 971) which has been sometimes confounded with 

Lilium Chaleedonicum, both being incorrectly called Scarlet Martagonss but 

» in its leaves, which are Chaleedonicum (here figured) ders from Pompo 
broader, less pointed, and have a far more distinct margin fringed with white 
hain. The flowers also are of a brighter colour, and the surface of the petals 
smoother; the scent is less strong andl disagreeable. The number of flowers on 
a stem varies f n one to ten or twelve, ‘The leaves of Martagon are still more 

ovate, and strongly nerved they are also arranged in regular whorts round the 

stem. ‘The purple Martagon is common in most old gardens. ‘The white variety 

is very scarce, and the specimen introduced in this groupe was grown by Ме, 

Anson» Hanuısox. 
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CRATIUM AMANCAE 

Nar. Oxosn.-ANARYLLID 

Bot. Mag. Y 

Tus singularly beautiful golden Pancratium appears to De still rare in our collec- 

tions, though reeonled ін the “ Hortus Cantal igiensis" as introduced into this 

country in 1804. In the Botanical Register it is described from a plant in 

Mr weiss collection, where it flowered in 1899. It is said to be a native 

of Peru, where it grows in abundance on the hills, called Amancaes or Hamanchaes, 

in the vicinity of Lima, and the blossoms, which a of an unusual, and delicate: 
fragrance, resembling the scent of Vanille, are reported to he 4 by the 

American females to ornament their hair, together with the flowers of Begonia 
Tubero 

Dr. Pensoox, in his Synopsis Plantarum, describes this plant under the name 

of Narcissus Amanenes, as follows Spathe 3 to 6 flowered; nectar large, 
<“ campanulate, spreading, sis-lobed; and the edges erenul stamens hanging 

* their heads downwards; leaves swordshaped; flowers large, yellowesulphure 
+ coloured, a 1 very fragrant” Не quotes the same figure in the Flora 

Peruvians” as that quoted in Cri Magazine, pag. 53, tab. 

‘The present specimen flowered in the hot-house of the Liverpool Botanie Garden, 
and was received from Chillington, the seat Т. W. Girvan, Esq. where it 

was grown from seed. It is very closely allied to Paneratium Calathinum, 
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LILIUM CANDIDUM. 

"Тик common white Lily, a native of the Levant, has been eultivated in England 

time immemorial; when Geranpe wrote his ^ Herbal ” (1507), it graced the 

garden of the Cottage amd the Palice, and is so well known as scarcely to 

need a description, It has been copied by painters, and su g by poets, 

as a favorite flower of Juno, and according to “ Olympie Records,” sprung 

from some drops of milk which trickled down upon the Earth when the Milky 

Way was formed in the Heavens; and as its blossoms have been extolled as 

the emblems of а lovely complexion, so its juices have been said to possess 

extraordinary virtues im conferring one; an attribute which, however fabul 

arylis the belle, may serve to shew the high favour in which this cousin of “A, 

“Miss Lily the fn" has been held in all ages, and apologize for her intro- 

become gradually longer on and we lower part of the ste 

read, large, and shining, particularly from such of the roots as do not send 

up flowerste 
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AMARYLLIS PURPUREA (мазок) 

Nor OroraAMARY ТЕТЕ 

Bot. Mag. 1430. 

Frosi a bulb sent from Rio by Wirus: Наим, Esq. In the Botanical Register, 
No. is a figure of the minor variety of this Lily, which appears to have been 

the plant most frequently cultivat and best known under the nume of Amaryllis 

Purpurea, ‘The Author of the Botanical Register says, “ the large variety а. (of 

which the present subject is а fine specimen) has the flowers nearly twice the size 

of b, and is very se jur collections. “Тһе webbed intervals which connect the 

lower part of the segments at the faux, are also transparent, instead of opaque as 

in the minor.” ‘These membranes a honght to ally this plant to the Paneratiums; 

Mr. Henti makes it a distinct genus under the name of P'allta, which he says 

was given by Mr. Satisneav, and has been adopted in Bi e. The appellation. 

Purpurea can be merited solely by the strong purple mark at the base of the 

flower stem and leaves; the lower being, as it is very appropriately termed in 

Curtis Magazine, + Cinnabar-colour,” without the slig е of purple 
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AMARYLLIS VITTATA. uxor) 

Nor Onnen AMAMYLLIDEE Lis vies 

Bot. Mag. 129, 

“Tias bulb has been in the Fairfield Hot v since 1803, and flowers once or 
twice every year, sometimes more luxuriantly thun when the accompanying drawing 

was made; with a plentiful supply of water and fresh air during its rapid growth, 

the stem will attain a greater height, and bear four and even six flowers: ‘The 

flowers however seldom exceed in size those in the figure, and never nearly equal 

those of the Brazilian species; neither do they ever expand so widely; and the petals 

are narrower, and have the coloured stripes darker and more distinct. The edges 

of the outer petals are separate down to the hase, but the centre ribs are firmly 

the tube, whe united more than half way u they form a fringed nectary from 

which the filaments rise; these are white and lie in a compact bundle along the 

inner lower petal, ‘The stigma is very deeply 3 cleft, quite white, and resembles 

the softest velvet, 

It is а hardy plant requiring very little artificial heat; it will even live in the 

‘open ground in mild seasons, and has been generally considered a native of the Cape 
of Good Hope. 
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AMARYLLIS EQUESTRIS. (мазок) 

Tus is a tender bulb, and not of very casy treatment, so as to secure any 

constaney in its lowering; butt was in extreme beauty and lu 

Mr. Harrison's collection, at the time this drawing was made, June 1826. 

The Knights star in the centre of the flower, is very eonspieuous, when viewed 

in fall fronts the mouth of the tube is fringed with light-coloured hairs; the 

middle lower petal is narrower, the rest of nearly equal breadth, gracefully 

undulated, and slightly reticulated; the style and filaments red, greenish towards 

hers yellow, and small in proportion to the flower; Hower-stem round the base 

and glaucous leaves thick and tough, channelled, from twelve to fourteen inches 

long, and one to one and a half inch broad, of rather а dark yellow green, veins 

indistinct, Native of the West Indies, as well as the smaller variety, whieh is 

re common, The 305, and said to be much figured in 

degree of obliquity of the flowers and pedicles varies extremely, according to the 

state of expansion of the flowers, and their greater or less exposure to the 

influence of the sun; therefore, their angle ean be no certain mark of distinction, 

though it has been considered one. 
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AMARYLLIS LONGIFOLIA. (Gravca.) 

Nar. Оки АМАКУ 

Hortus Cantabrigiensis, 

Scart springing from the side of the bulb, three fect high; solid, compressed, 

smooth, and glaucous; spathe of a cinnamon colour, dividing into two parts; 

r to ten in number, erect on semiangular peduneles about two inches 

ore than half—belongs longs flower about six inches long, of which the tube is 

to Mr. Herberts division * Somi-patentes” or half opening flowers, Petals 

nearly equal; pistyl and filaments of a pale rose-colour; anthers light yellow 

Leaves many of them fully two yards long, about four inches broad at the base, 

but curling very much, so as to assume a rush-like appearance towards their 

extremities; of а blue green resembling the foliage of carnations; and the whole 

plant, when in health, beautifully glaucous, particularly the leaves, which are 

altogether diferent in form, texture, and colour, from the strong flat heavy leaves 

of Amaryllis Longifolia, Bot. Mag. 661, (Crinum Capense of Mr. Herbert) 

‘This Plant has for many years flowered in the cistern in the green-house at 

Fairfield, producing between May and September three or four stems, general 

with from six to ten flowers on each; it most nearly resembles the Amaryllis 

Longifolia var. riparia, of the Botanical Register, No. 546, (Crinum Riparium 

of Mr. Herbert, and quoted as the true Amaryllis Longifolia, in Donn's Catalogue,) 

and more upright, and less widely except that the flowers are considerably. paler, 

expanding; it was necessary to hold one of them down in a forced position, in 

onder to shew the interior at all in the drawing. Native of the Cape of Good Hope. 
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¿RINUM DECLINATUM. 

Nar: Oros АМАНҰ 

Bot. Mag. 

Axor stately Emperor of the Eastern Dynasty, sent hy Dr. Carey in 1819 from 

o the Liverpool Botanie Gard where it rears its lofty 

of fine leaves, nearly the height of one of the com 

‘The spathe usually contains from twenty to thirty flowers and buds, the latter 

hang pendulous on th ir footstalks just before they expand, and are then faintly 

streaked with pink, or possibly shew some reflect of the crimson filaments caged 

within; these are tipped with long, narrow, orange. rel anthers, which when 

the flower expands, stand far above the recurved, and milk-white petals; the style 

is shorter than the filaments, and the stigma very small, and dark red. 

The bulb and modo of growth, resemble those of Crinum Pedunculat 
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AMARYLLIS PULVERULENTA 

HIPPEASTRUM PULVERULENTU M. 

Herbert, 

AMARYLLIS ACUMINATA 

58. Bot. Reg 

Nar. Onvri—AMARYLA 

‘Tux most striking feature of this plant, at all times, is its greyish powdered foliage, 

and Mr. Herbert says, in his Dissertation, “ Pulverulentum (bloom-leaved) was so 

named by me above а year ago, (1820), and the name adopted in the Liverpool 

Catalogue, and I believe by all who cultivated it in this country; the plant from 

which the figure in the Bot, Reg. was taken, was so labelled in Mr. Grifin's 

"There are two or three varieties, in which the flowers are colle of а paler 

or deeper salmon colour, and sometim they resemble some of the varieties of 

'ulgida, and Croeata, but as it is remarked in the Botanical Register, the plant 

ge. Drawn from a specimen in is sufficiently distinguished from both, by the foli 

the Liverpool Botanie Garden, 

The spathes soon wither, and are quite shrivelled by the time the flowers are 

fully expanded. ‘The petals are not more pointed than those of Fulgida, and several 

others, therefore the name of ouminata is not nearly the original pressive 
one of Pulverulenta, 
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AMARYLLIS BELLADONNA. 

var, Pallida Redoute. 

Хот. Oris A MARYLLIDE 

Тик original Amaryllis of Linnaeus and the Type of the Genus, is best described 

by Philip Miller, who gives a good figure of the dark variety, and men y Philip ig 
this pale variety as being brought from the Cape of Good Hope, in the year 1754, 

to Holland, and some of the bulbs sent to the Chelsea Garden by Doctor David 

Van Royen, Professor of Botany at Leyden, 

Both sorts appear to have been formerly cultivated in great plenty, in the 

Portuguese and Italian Gardens, under the name of Narcissus Belladonna, especially 

about Florence, where they are commonly sold in the markets, Sir Hans Sloane 

is said to have gathered them wild in Ше West Indies “on shady hills by the 
side of streams." Miller gives directions for the culture of this Lily in the open 
ground, but it would not succeed under that treatment at Fairfield, though the 
Ый» were planted under a South wall, and survived two or three winters; 
Mr. Herbert appears to have been equally unsuccessful in a similar attempt; 
indeed. these bulbs are very fickle and shy flowerers, with us, in any situation. The 

plant here figured had the flowers much more soft and delicate than the other 

variety Bot. Mag. ‘The leaves do not rise till some time after the flowers 
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AMARYLLIS JOHNSONI-SOLANDRIFLORA. 

A beautiful Hybrid Lily, partaking largely of the character of Amaryllis Soland- 

"Йога in the length of the tube, Stamens springing clearly from the green thick 

the centres of the petals, just below their junction in the throat 

of the flower, but without any fringe or fleshy protuberance. ‘The colour is of an 

indescribable and inimitable erimson—the flower should be see order to form 
‘an idea of its brilliance, It was raised from seed in the collection of It. Harrison, 

where it bloomed in great perfection in April 1899. 
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PANCRATI UM SPECIOSUM 

Nar. Onpsn.-AMARYLLIDER.—Livoury 

Bot. Mag. 14 

Так elegant appearance of the bunch of pure white flowers, contrasted. with the 

rich dark green leaves surrounding it, delights the eye on approaching this plant, 

as much as the balsamic fragrance which it emits gratifies the of smelling, 

but the scent is too powerful to be inhaled long without causing headache. 

‘The flowers are generally ten or twelve in the umbel, on short pedicles which 

аге nearly hidden within the spathe. Petals seven or ht inches long, the three 

outer ones clawed at the points. Style longer than the filaments, green and twisted; 

the stigma covered with a velvet down and sticky. Anthers со ining a quantity 
of yellow pollen, which whe scattered on the white petals sparkles like Ше finest 

gold dust on frosted silver work. Браће and Mower-bractes whit en slightly 

ged with brown. ‘The scape rises within some of the leaves, which are nume- 

rous, attaining the length of thirty inches, and the breadth of five or six in the 

Droadest part, but narrowed into less than one inch for half the length, and petio- 

lated at the base. This is the Hymenocallis Speciosa of Mr. Herbert, and he 

enumerates three varieties, distinguished by the breadth of the leaves and Ше 

length of their petioles. Drawn from a plant in the stove of the Liverpool Bo- 

tanie Garden, where it flowers very lusuriantly several times every year. 
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AMARYLLIS STRIAT/EFOLIA 

Nar. Onpra—AMARYLA 

Тин beautiful variety of Amaryllis Reticulata differs from the original both in the 

leaves, which are broader, and have a distinct silver stripe up the middle of cach; 

and also in the flowers, which те paler and less regularly тебеш 

generally a white stripe along the centre of each petal from the tube to the poi 

and sometimes on one side of this stripe the petal will be nearly destitute of colour, 

while the other half is richly netted and shaded with purplish pink 

Mrs. Edward Roscoe possessed a plant in which these alternate pale and dark 

ings were peculiarly distinct, and gave a remarkably fanciful appearance to 

the flower. Native of Brazil; figured from a plant at R. Harrison's, Esq. The 

netted markings are very perceptible in the bulb. 
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LILIUM PYRENAICU 

Nat. Онова —LILIACE, 

‘Tue flowers of this plant are smaller, and more closely revolute, than those of 

Pomponium or Chaleedonicum; and the narrow gras-lile leaves are thickly сім 

tered round the st m, particularly about half way from the ground to the flowers, 

It is, as its name imports, a native of the Pyrenees, but very rare in this country 

‘The specimen here represented grows in the Liverpool Botanic Garden, where it 

does not seem to encrease readily. It was received by Mr. Shepherd from Otto, 

the President of the Royal Gardens at Berlin. 
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HEMEROCALLIS CERULEA, 

HEMEROCALLIS JAPONICA. 

Nar. Окон НЕМЕКОСАШ DER.—Liwpuex 

Tarse «beautiful Dayilies" are both natives of Japan, but their habits very 

different. Caerulea is perfectly hardy, but Japonica seems to have diffieulty in 

accommodating its lowering season to our climate, and will not succeed well 

without some protection; its leaves are said to be “of a brighter green, and more 

ovate-heart-shaped than those of Cerulea,’—the difference is very slight, and, in 

colour at least, ma different situa y probably arise fr i or state of growth 

When Ciorulen is in perfection in July or August, the fresh fus of verdure is 

ightness, the leaves afterwards become much darker. The growth 

of Japonica is six weeks or two months later, and then the tints of autumn are 

mingling with the green in the older leaves; ora aks, and per- 

betray the ravages of the numerous insects which have sheltered their 

larvæ beneath the broad mbrageous foliage; whilst, not unfrequently, the егісі 

frost not only tinges the leaves, but with his iron pincers, lays hold of the scape 

containing its nest of flower-buds, each carefully folded im its own green bracte, 

and gives a remorseless pinch, which effectually prevents further expansion, and 

condemns them to linger out their existence as little hunch-back buds, instead of 

becoming graceful milk-white flowers. 

"The striking difference in the bractes, the shape of the raceme, and the length 

of the pedicels, sufficiently distinguish the two plants, as well as their differe 

seasons of flowering. Curtis mentions doubtfully a white vari a. The 

shade of blue varies considerably. Mr. Salisbury has called it a distinct genus, 

andolle to a different tribe, and Guillemin Saussurea, but this name is given by De 

remarks, (Dictionnaire Classique) we cannot well separate these “ Beauties of the 

Day,” (as Limæus so expressively terms them, Hessnocauas,) from the grand 

group of Lilies. 

w 







And by so many light-winged Votaries wooed 

That through all the wide circle of Florais don 

Where the Loves, & the Graces so constanflyrei; 

‚What Tribe can be found. so varied, so fair, | 

Whose forms are so Noble; whose Paintiné so rare 
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LILIUM TIGRINUM. 

Bot. 

Nav. Onora —LILIACE Æ. 

Тик « Dictionnaire Classique” calls this a beautiful rustic, now common enough, 

though first introduced into the gardens of Europe by the English, scarcely 

more than twenty years ago. In the year 1810 it first flowered, and was figured 

in the Bot. Magazine, and “a name borrowed for it from the approu ys edition 

of the Hortus Kewensis It succeeds best in the open ground, and encreases very 

rapidly b the bulbs produced on the stems, as well as by offsets from the old roots. 

A stem growing near the small one here figured, in the garden at Fairfield, was 

six feet high, had on it nineteen perfect flowers, Each petal presents the elegant 

contour of the Tonie volute, and their glowing ora coloured ground, richly 

mbosed with raised dark spots, g splendid appearance to the flowers, the 

lieet of which is still farther heightened by the contrast of the very dark purple 

stems, and whorls of g leaves. Native of China and Japan. Keempfer says, 

that the bulbs are ea by the Japanese; his description alone might ha 

satisfied us that this was the plant he had in view; but upon referring to his 

manuscript in the British Museum, we found excellent drawing, done with a 

the deseription."—Vide Bot Mag. No. 12: pen and ink by himself, accompany 
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